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ABSTRACT 
High quality work is critical to the success of a SAS programmer. While we are all human and undoubtedly 
may make a rare slip from time to time, one minor programming discrepancy can damage a SAS 
programmer's credibility if it is discovered by the client rather than through internal review.  A strong quality 
approach to SAS programming will help earn a deep trust over time from one’s coworkers and clients as one 
routinely strives toward sound research and accurate reporting of data. This paper will discuss a quality 
approach that can benefit SAS programmers at all levels. By implementing this quality approach that 
includes a QA checklist, a peer review, and a team approval process, a SAS programmer can strive for that 
prestigious 100% success rate that will help ensure that you find your mistakes before they find you! 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Quality Assurance (QA) is a systematic approach to achieving quality goals where planning should begin as 
early in the SAS development process as possible.  In contrast to Quality Control (QC), which is performed 
at the end of a process to determine whether or not all set measures have been met, QA represents the 
quality process as a whole.  In relation to SAS programming, QA can be integrated successfully into one’s 
work by identifying the necessary steps along the way that will ensure that one produces a high quality 
product.  A SAS programmer's reputation is built upon his or her work efforts over an extended period of 
time and the integration of such a plan can help ensure that this reputation remains intact for many SAS 
programming years to come.  QA will not only give confirmation to yourself, but also will present itself as a 
way to clearly and methodologically show others what a great job you have done.  While QA for SAS 
programming may seem like “small stuff” as compared to a QA plan for building the space shuttle, some 
type of plan should be in place regardless of the size of effort.  The identification and resolution of any 
pertinent issues before the end product is delivered represents a quality approach from which all levels of 
SAS programmers may benefit. 
 
OVERVIEW 
The following topics will be discussed in this paper: 
 

 “We Don’t Have Time For That QA Stuff!” 
 The Essential Checklist 
 Did You Really Look at that SAS Log? 
 Did You Really Look at that SAS Output? 
 A Peer Review Process 
 A Training Program 

 
These topics should help spark some ideas for SAS programmers who are looking for ways to further 
strengthen the quality of their work by integrating a variety of steps within their QA plan.  SAS programmers 
should be able to take this paper home and immediately apply its concepts to their work environments as 
they strive for a quality product that will please their managers, their clients, and their fellow SAS 
programmers. 
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“WE DON’T HAVE TIME FOR THAT QA STUFF!” 
Time is a critical factor in most work projects.  There never seem to be enough hours in the day to devote to 
a specific task as one considers other workload issues as well as their associated costs.  In a perfect world, 
a SAS programmer might have endless hours to put his or her feet up on the desk and carefully review each 
and every line of code as well as share all of this with their peers for additional review.  Unfortunately, this is 
not a perfect world.  SAS programmers are often faced with tight timelines, some of which are last minute 
emergency requests for data.  It may seem that such requests, especially the “straightforward” requests, can 
bypass much of the QA process, but it is actually those with the tight timelines that need the most review.  
There is the potential for too much to go wrong too fast if one is forced to hurry through a job.  It can often be 
challenging to reach a balance between deadlines, costs, and QA, but this is something that all SAS 
programmers should work to achieve.  Two key issues to consider with this are (1) the time needed for 
modifications, and (2) appreciating the not so simple counts. 
 
Time for modifications – While taking short cuts may seem like a good idea at the time, it is often more 
time consuming to make modifications far down the road rather than spend the initial QA time from the start.  
A programmer may need to dig down deep to identify and resolve a coding issue, and then all of that work 
will still need to be checked.  Invest the time early on and save time in the long run! 
 
Not so simple counts – Some requests may initially appear to be very simple, and the SAS programmer is 
often more than willing to dive in, pull out the numbers, and present these to the requestor.  Exclusion of any 
QA for this has the potential for disaster if one does not fully understand the request.  For example, a 
request may be received asking for the “number of subjects for study X.”  While this request appears to be 
simple, the SAS programmer may still need to clarify what the definition is here since the requestor may be 
counting enrollments, number of screened subjects, number of records in the database, etc.  If it sounds too 
simple to be true, it may not be, so it’s always good to double-check and confirm.  The worst-case scenario 
would be that it actually is simple and that the QA effort will merely help give further concrete support.  A 
small bit of effort now should be considered well worth it compared to the potential risk if there was a 
misunderstanding about the request. 
 
THE ESSENTIAL CHECKLIST 
For the senior SAS programmer, a checklist is generally an everyday way of life that is not necessarily done 
formally, but more through a mental habit process.  The process of checking one’s work becomes routine as 
the SAS programmer has automatic reactions and responses to the various steps of the QA process.  
However, beginning SAS programmers (and maybe some old timers as well) just may not be aware of an 
appropriate process, and while they may try to do the best that they can, a formal checklist can be an 
extremely valuable tool.  Let us review some suggestions for a SAS programming checklist that one may 
use to ensure that all issues have been resolved prior to the final product being passed off to the client.  
Essential components of the checklist include things that (1) you should review, (2) others should review, 
and (3) should be produced to further support one’s work and prove that you are right.  These components 
are described below. 

 
Your Review 

 
 Reviewed SAS Log 
 Reviewed requested SAS Output 
 Generated additional supportive SAS Output to support your work 
 Reviewed the additional supportive SAS Output 
 Confirmed that the output met requirements and specifications 
 Confirmed that labels, titles, and footnotes are provided (if your output has a title of “The SAS 

System,” then you didn’t check carefully!) 
 Documented the program 
 Documented the output 
 Accompanied output with a clear and comprehensive description of the deliverable 
 Submitted output and corresponding documentation for others to review 
 Generated missing data summary for review 
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Others Review 
 

 Confirmed that requirements were met 
 Confirmed that the counts made sense 
 Confirmed that labels, titles, and footnotes relate appropriately to topic area 
 Confirmed that missing data fields and data items were appropriate 

 
Proving That You Are Right 
 

 Generated basic frequencies for character data and limited numeric and/or date data 
 Generated mean statistics for numeric data 
 Generated sample line listings of input and output data files 
 Compared mean categorizations 
 Compared derived variables to original variables 
 Compared present runs to past runs 

 
While these items are just suggestions for what one might need to include as part of a formal checklist, SAS 
programmers should feel free to adapt this list to their own environment and add, modify, or delete items as 
needed.  Let us branch out further into several of these key areas noted in the checklist as we examine the 
SAS Log and SAS Output more closely. 
 
DID YOU REALLY LOOK AT THAT SAS LOG? 
So the program ran and output was generated – oh yeah, man!  We're done now?  Wrong.  Especially to the 
beginning programmer and perhaps even the overconfident veteran program, the very fact that output was 
produced can give one a false sense of security, and the SAS Log has the potential to be taken for granted 
either by the overconfident senior programmer or the unsuspecting junior programmer.  This is by even 
more the case when something has become "push button" such that it is run repetitively with little or no 
change over time.  The problem comes in when some rare or unexpected scenario occurs and then the 
whole model just blows up – quietly though so that it appears that everything ran okay and output was 
successfully generated, but it could potentially have additional issues that need to be addressed.  Just 
because a program ran before, and just because it ran correctly, and just because it has become a routine 
task doesn’t mean that the SAS Log does not need to be reviewed.  A careful review of the SAS Log should 
include an examination of any errors, warnings, and notes as described below. 
 
ERRORS – A common junior programming mistake is to run a program and be so excited that output has 
been generated that one fails to even review the SAS Log and identify known ERROR messages that could 
severely affect the output.  Reviewing the SAS Log for ERROR messages should be a standard that all SAS 
programmers should follow.  Just because the program produces output doesn't mean that it was error-free.  
And, just because the program produces output that looks right doesn't mean that it IS right.  Always confirm 
that there are no ERRORS in the SAS Log and follow-up on any that are discovered during your review. 
 
WARNINGS – While WARNING messages are not considered as severe as ERROR messages in terms of 
stopping certain parts of a program, these messages can certainly shed light on potential significant issues.  
One should take all WARNING messages seriously.  An example of this is the “repeats” of BY variables 
warning that lets one know that the program is trying to merge by too many common variable attributes.  
Unfortunately, the program will continue and decide as best as it can how certain items should be merged, 
but the vast majority of the time, this will result in improper matching of data. 
 
NOTES – Believe it or not, there are other reasons why one would look at the NOTE messages in the SAS 
Log besides knowing that SAS took X minutes and seconds to run this DATA step and Y minutes and 
seconds to run this particular procedure.  Additionally, just because all notes appear to be okay, again, this 
absolutely does not mean that everything IS okay.  One might use a certain level of judgment when 
reviewing these notes with careful attention regardless of the length of the program.  Beware of DATA steps 
that result in "0 observations" as these can cause the program to appear to be running smoothly with even a 
reasonable output being generated, but without careful review one would be totally oblivious to whether the 
results are actually accurate or not.  
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DID YOU REALLY LOOK AT THAT SAS OUTPUT? 
As with the SAS Log, a SAS programmer must carefully review all SAS output before passing this off to 
others.  Sure, generating some output is exciting and gives the appearance that everything ran successfully, 
but how does one know that the output is correct?  Each SAS programmer may have his or her own way of 
reviewing SAS output, but let us discuss a few basic steps that one should always follow including (1) 
comparing mean categorizations, (2) comparing derived variables to original variables, and (3) comparing 
present runs to past runs. 
 
Comparing mean categorizations 
 
A valuable tool to confirm that one correctly categorized variables appropriately is to utilize PROC MEANS.  
Detailed discussions on such an approach are available in the paper “Fast and Easy Ways to Check Your 
Work:  Using PROC MEANS to Confirm Continuous Variable Categorizations” that was first presented at 
SUGI 27.  Let us touch briefly on this as we review the 2 tables presented below which include one’s data 
before and after the review process.  Our example represents weekly data from a running club where 
individuals share their total mileage per week (MILE_WK).  To better present these data, runners have been 
placed into 3 mileage categories (MILE_CAT).  Note that Figure 1 below has helped the SAS programmer 

______________________________________________ 
Team Mileage - Confirmation of Variable Categorizations 

Analysis Variable:  mile_wk 
 

  N    
mile_cat Obs Miss N Minimum Maximum 

      
0-20 15 1 14 -50.0 17.0 
21-40 46 0 46 23.0 40.0 
>40 36 0 36 40.2 9999.0 
______________________________________________ 

 
Figure 1 – Output Before Checking 

 
determine whether or not all of the values fall into their expected ranges for each category that the SAS 
programmer has set up.  By displaying the information in this manner, the SAS programmer or other 
reviewer can easily go down the table row by row and confirm that each set of minimum and maximum 
values fall within the derived categories that are noted within the MILE_CAT variable in the far left column.  
While specifications may have seemed clear at the start of the programming process, it appears that the 
programmer may have taken some specifications too literally and included a few values that one had not 
intended to fall within such ranges.  Note that the programmer most likely included all values less than or 
equal to 20 for the 1st category and then inadvertently included a negative number (e.g. -50).  Additionally, 
the first category has included missing numbers.  The 2nd category appears to fit nicely with both the 
minimum and maximum ranges fitting into the 21-40 range.  The final category was intended to include 
values greater than 40, but probably not as high as the value of 9999 that ended up in the category – most 
likely this was some type of unknown code.  Luckily, the generation of this PROC MEANS output alerts the 
SAS programmer early on in the process and allows for the programmer to make appropriate changes 
before the data go to the client.  For those wanting to further pursue this type of approach, the SAS code 
(see Figure 2 below) is quite basic and can be accomplished by running PROC MEANS with the categorical 
variable coded as the CLASS variable and the numeric variable coded as the VAR variable, using the 
options presented to identify the minimum and maximum values in each category. 
 
PROC MEANS NMISS N MIN MAX MAXDEC=1; 
    CLASS MILE_CAT; 
    VAR MILES_WK; 

 
Figure 2 – Code For PROC MEANS Approach 

 
Figure 3 on the next page shows some ideal output that one would expect to see to ensure that everything 
was categorized appropriately.  Note that the “problem” data that were discovered in the previous table have 
been accommodated by creating additional categories.  By separating these data more distinctly, the 
programmer can confirm that the existing data are correct and then forward the problem data to the 
appropriate data management team members for further review.  Obviously this approach will just pick up 
the outermost values that are outside of an acceptable range, but the approach at least helps one get 
started in terms of knowing what issues should be researched further. 
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______________________________________________ 
Team Mileage - Confirmation of Variable Categorizations 

Analysis Variable:  mile_wk 
 

  N    
Mile_cat Obs Miss N Minimum Maximum 

      
Missing 1 1 0 . . 

0-20 13 0 13 0.0 17.0 
21-40 46 0 46 23.0 40.0 
>40 35 0 35 40.2 74.0 

Outliers 2 0 2 -50 9999 
______________________________________________ 

 
Figure 3 – Output After Checking 

 
 
Comparing derived variables to original variables 
 
The creation of derived variables can be a routine task for many SAS programmers, and when this often 
involves simplistic categorizations, one may sometimes perform limited review for what seems like the 
obvious.  Regardless of the complexity involved, good SAS programmers should always do a comparison of 
their original variables versus their derived variables.  In the example below in Figure 4, one can see that the 
variable DCHARACTER represents a variety of Disney characters and when combining some of these into 
more finite categories such as the DCAT used in the example, it is not so uncommon for things to slip 
through the cracks or perhaps for a special scenario to show up that one had not anticipated.  So, it is 
always good practice to do a quick cross tabulation of these variables to make sure that everything survived 
the move.  Note that the gray areas below with the zeros are expected and one would typically do this type 
of review by scanning down a set of output and confirming that everything fell within the appropriate 
categories. 
 

Walt Disney World 
Number of Working Characters For 2006 

 
              DCAT 
 
DCHARACTER 

Mice Ducks Total 

Mickey Mouse 17 0 17 
Minnie Mouse 15 0 15 
Donald Duck 0 13 13 
Daisy Duck 0 14 14 

 
Figure 4 – Comparing Derived Variables to Original Variables 

 
 
Comparison of Present Run to Past Runs 
 
For a monthly run or some other repetitive run schedule, if a study had enrolled 147 subjects for one period 
of time and then the next period of time reported just 135 subjects, then this should raise a red flag!  It is 
highly likely that all readers of this paper have either experienced such a scenario themselves or been 
witness to such an occurrence.  A SAS programmer can sometimes be so comforted that a program ran 
successfully that a comparison to a previous report might not even seem like it is worth the effort.  Things 
that could go wrong include: 
 

 Dataset location could have changed 
 Program may bomb for some new scenario not previously accounted for 
 Portion of program may bomb and utilize old numbers or incomplete numbers 
 Some data management issue not related to the program, but which affects the program 

 
In Figure 5 and Figure 6 below, a SAS programmer is required to generate a monthly report to show the 
attendance levels at various theme parks.  When systems become more “push-button” oriented, meaning 
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that programming has pretty much been completed and that the program just has to be run to automatically 
generate output, SAS programmers can sometimes let their guards down.  In this case, 2 specific examples 
are shown where attendance counts have changed from one month to the next.  Both of these tables are 
supposed to represent total attendance for the year 2006.  So, each month the counts should either (1) 
remain the same, or (2) increase.  The first issue that is seen with this comparison is the there was 0 
attendance at the Epcot park.  This type is strikingly obvious although if one were to run the report for the 
first time and not be familiar with the data, then it might just appear that the park somehow hadn’t opened 
yet.  Secondly, note that the Magic Kingdom counts have decreased slightly.  If one had not compared the 
counts to the previous month, then everything would probably appear to be normal.  For those astute 
programmers who did such a comparison as part of their QA routine, the differences could be overlooked 
especially if the review was much larger (e.g. hundreds of categories to look over).  For such cases, it would 
be recommended to do an automated comparison and then generate any discrepancies in a more 
presentable format for easier review. 
 
                  Walt Disney World         Walt Disney World 
2006 Attendance By Park as of 05/01/2006    2006 Attendance By Park as of 06/01/2006 
 

Theme Park Year To Date  Theme Park Year To Date 
Magic Kingdom 1,535,123  Magic Kingdom 1,235,123 

Epcot 825,443  Epcot 0 
Animal Kingdom 647,992  Animal Kingdom 753,729 

Other Parks 190,155  Other Parks 211,927 
 
             Figure 5           Figure 6 

 
 
A PEER REVIEW PROCESS 
At first thought, a review of one’s work by his or her peers can seem quite intimidating, but in reality this is a 
wonderful opportunity to get valuable feedback as well as have a 2nd set of eyes ensure that nothing was 
overlooked.  It is better to have your peer point out a necessary modification to you than the client.  There 
are a variety of peer review processes available to a SAS programming team of which several are noted 
below. 
 
“Double Data Entry” Programming 
 
Potentially one of the most costly peer review processes involves two independent programmers who go 
about different and separate ways to solve a problem.  If the job has been done right, then ultimately both 
programmers will end up with the same result proving that their code is correct.  Of course, it is always 
possible that both of these individuals may have misinterpreted the request and either intentionally or just by 
chance, they could end up with the same yet incorrect results, which would then most likely go undetected. 
 
Review of Code in a Team Setting 
 
Talk about being put on the spot!  Having your code displayed in a team setting where each and every piece 
could potentially be scrutinized can be a bit intimidating or awkward to even the most seasoned SAS 
programmer.  However, if everyone on the team can gain the trust of each other in such a group setting 
while realizing that the goal is to learn, grow, and support, then the process can go much smoother and 
issue free. 
 
Review of Code By a Senior Programmer 
 
Having a senior programmer review your code can offer significant benefits both from a technical standpoint 
and from a process perspective.  There are often many ways to get to the finish line, however, a senior 
programmer is often able to offer tips and suggestions and easier or more efficient ways to do things. 
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Review of Code By a Junior Programmer 
 
While a junior programmer might be too unfamiliar with certain code or programming approaches to offer 
constructive feedback, this person could do a general review and learn quite a lot along the way.  
Opportunities like this allow junior programmers to see SAS code that they might not regularly see.  
Questions may not necessarily be geared toward correctness, but perhaps more from an education stance, 
although it is always possible that a few issues might be picked up along the way! 
 
A STRONG SAS TRAINING PROGRAM 
Only a strong SAS training program will ensure that your programming team and respective team members 
follow solid and consistent efforts across all of their projects for many years to come.  As programmers come 
and go, the key for your SAS programming team should remain unchanged regardless as a training program 
is strengthened and made to become a helpful standard to follow.  Some key components of a SAS training 
program might include: 

 
Defining Expectations and Responsibilities 
 

 What is expected of the programmer? 
 What is expected of the requester? 
 Who will be responsible for what? 
 Who will have the final say over whether or not a deliverable is ready for the client? 

 
Define Who Training Applies TO 
 

 Mandatory annual training 
 Overview training for the new employee 
 Periodic overview training for the requestor 

 
Understanding SAS Programming Standards 
 

 For the general world 
 For your entire company 
 For your given area within the company 

 
With training does come costs.  To send 100 employees to a 1 hour training session could mean 100 hours 
of overhead charges.  Ideas for cost savings include brown bag lunches, and trying to tie specific training or 
research tasks to a given project. 
 
Building on Your Skills 
 
So you know what to do and why you are doing it, but you need to continue to build your skills regardless of 
the level that you are at.  No matter how many years a person has been a SAS programmer, there will 
always be new and challenging tools to explore.  By keeping up with technology, the SAS programmer will 
best be prepared to meet the ever changing needs of the world. 

 
CONCLUSION 
A strong quality assurance plan is critical to the success of any SAS programming team no matter the size 
and no matter the urgency of any particular request.  While the ideas offered in this paper are just some of 
the possible ways for a SAS programmer to review the data and strengthen your SAS team, a SAS 
programmer should continually look for old or new approaches that are effective.  There is no perfect set of 
steps or instructions that will work for every SAS programmer, but an overall QA plan that involves some 
type of review tailored to meet an individual’s needs will help ensure that one’s SAS output is error free 
when it is sent off for final delivery. 
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